
ECC ZOOM 33

Monday 8th Feb 2021

Music Quiz

There now follows a few questions on what you learnt last week

Instructions

The questions have varying value in points, each one will have its value next
to it, as usual, please write down your answers and keep them to yourself
until asked.



Section 1

This section is worth a total of 5 points



What symbol is this? 

This question is worth 1 point



What symbol is this? 

This question is worth 1 point



What is the name of the note indicated by the red arrow?

This question is worth 1 point



What symbol is this? 

This question is worth 1 point



What symbol is this? 

This question is worth 1 point



Section 2

This section is worth a total of 20 points



The next couple of slides will have a sentence with some of the words replaced by 
music notes, I would like you to work out what letters the notes are to make the 
sentence make sense.

Section 2

For example

 

 B  E  D

In note form

Notes translated

So the word is Bed



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 6 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 5)

Question 1
Section 2

I caught a                   to the                    where I had                     and 

,  it was                 !  I was certainly well                  .

       



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 8 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 7)

Section 2
Question 2

When the sunlight I went out and 

the front of the local shop, unfortunately, being a bit 

I didn’t hear the Police coming, I tried to run but fell on flat on my .    

So now, I’m sat in a for the next .



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 6 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 5)

Section 2
Question 3

The old                   had an                    she wanted to                        to a cat,

but the cat                                 on it and now its                         !



Section 3

This section is worth a total of 10 points



1. In the system of written Western musical notation, five lines drawn horizontally        
across a sheet of music are known collectively as:   

2.   On a staff, a notehead is represented by which shape?

3. Which of the following is the term used to describe a small
line that extends the musical staff above or below and 
that is drawn parallel to the staff across a notehead and
sometimes across the note stem?

4. The smallest musical interval (the distance between two adjacent notes) 
is known as:

5.   How many lines on a staff (stave)?

6.   What’s the name used when talking about sharps and flats?

7. What is the name of the vertical line that separates the staffs (or staves) into 
measures (or bars)?

8.    What is the name of the line that goes up or down from the notehead?

9.   What is the name of a series of sharps or flats at the beginning of a music score?

10.   How can you tell which is your voice part when looking at a music note?

1 point for each question



How many “active” members are there of BABS? 
(The British Association of Barbershop Singers)



Section 1



1.

2.

3.

Treble Clef
1 Point

Bass Clef
1 Point

Middle C
1 Point

4.

5.

Sharp
1 Point

Flat
1 Point



Section 2



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 6 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 5)

Question 1
Section 2

I caught a                   to the                     where I had                     and 

,  it was                 !  I was certainly well                  .

cab beef

cabbage ace fed

       

cafe



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 8 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 7)

Section 2
Question 2

When the sunlight I went out and 

the front of the local shop, unfortunately, being a bit 

I didn’t hear the Police coming, I tried to run but fell on flat on my .    

So now, I’m sat in a for the next .

faded defaced

bead deaf

face

cage decade



Complete the following sentence replacing the music notes with their corresponding letter.

This question is worth 6 points (1 for every word worked out and a bonus point for getting all 5)

Section 2
Question 3

The old                   had an                    she wanted to                        to a cat,

but the cat                                 on it and now its                         !

bag egg feed

gagged dead



Section 3



1. In the system of written Western musical notation, five lines drawn horizontally        
across a sheet of music are known collectively as:   The staff (Stave)

2.   On a staff, a notehead is represented by which shape? An oval

3. Which of the following is the term used to describe a small
line that extends the musical staff above or below and 
that is drawn parallel to the staff across a notehead and
sometimes across the note stem? Ledger line

4. The smallest musical interval (the distance between two adjacent notes) 
is known as:

A semi tone

5.   How many lines on a staff (stave)? 5 lines

6.   What’s the name used when talking about sharps and flats? Accidentals

7. What is the name of the vertical line that separates the staffs (or staves) into 
measures (or bars)? Bar line

8.    What is the name of the line that goes up or down from the notehead? Stem

9.   What is the name of a series of sharps or flats at the beginning of a music score? Key signature

10.   How can you tell which is your voice part when looking at a music note? The direction of the stem

1 point for each question correct



Round 1 maximum 5 points

Round 2 maximum 20 points

Round 3 maximum 10 points

Maximum Total Possible

Lets tally up those scores



How many “active” members are there of BABS? 
(The British Association of Barbershop Singers)

2,100




